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THE NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIONS OF SQUARES BY
INTEGRAL TERNARY QUADRATIC FORMS
KYOUNGMIN KIM AND BYEONG-KWEON OH
Abstract. Let f be a positive definite integral ternary quadratic form and
let rpk, fq be the number of representations of an integer k by f . In this
article we study the number of representations of squares by f . We say the
genus of f , denoted by genpfq, is indistinguishable by squares if for any in-
teger n, rpn2, fq “ rpn2, f 1q for any quadratic form f 1 P genpfq. We find
some non trivial genera of ternary quadratic forms which are indistinguishable
by squares. We also give some relation between indistinguishable genera by
squares and the conjecture given by Cooper and Lam, and we resolve their
conjecture completely.
1. Introduction
For a positive definite integral ternary quadratic form
fpx1, x2, x3q “
ÿ
1ďi,jď3
aijxixj paij “ aji P Zq
and an integer n, we define a set Rpn, fq “ tpx1, x2, x3q P Z3 : fpx1, x2, x3q “ nu,
and rpn, fq “ |Rpn, fq|. It is well known that rpn, fq is always finite if f is positive
definite. Finding a closed formula for rpn, fq or finding all integers n such that
rpn, fq ‰ 0 for an arbitrary ternary quadratic form f are quite old problems which
are still widely open. As one of the simplest cases, Gauss showed that if f is a sum
of three squares, then rpn, fq is a multiple of the Hurwitz-Kronecker class number.
In fact, if the class number of f is one, then Minkowski-Siegel formula gives a closed
formula for rpn, fq. As a natural modification of the Minkowski-Siegel formula, it
was proved in [11] and [16] that the weighted sum of the representations of quadratic
forms in the spinor genus is also equal to the product of local densities except spinor
exceptional integers (see also [15] for spinor exceptional integers). Hence if the
spinor class number g`pfq of f is one, we also have a closed formula for rpn, fq. As
far as the authors know, there is no known closed formula for rpn, fq except those
cases (for some relations between rpn, fq’s, see [10]). If rpn, fq “ rpn, f 1q for any
f 1 P genpfq, it is certain that Minkowski-Siegel formula gives a closed formula for
rpn, fq. However, Schiemann proved in [14] that for two ternary forms f and f 1, if
rpn, fq “ rpn, f 1q for any positive integer n, then f is isometric to f 1.
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If we consider a proper subset S of positive integers, then it might be possible
that there are non isometric forms f and f 1 such that rpn, fq “ rpn, f 1q for any
integer n P S. In this article, we consider the case when S is the set of perfect
squares. We say the genus of a ternary quadratic form f is indistinguishable by
squares if rpn2, fq “ rpn2, f 1q for any f 1 P genpfq and any integer n. It is obvious
that if the genus of f does not represent any squares of integers, that is, rpn2, f 1q “ 0
for any integer n and any f 1 P genpfq, or the class number of f is one, then the
genus of f is indistinguishable by squares. If the genus of f is indistinguishable by
squares, then Minkowski-Siegel formula gives a closed formula for rpn2, fq for any
integer n.
In 2013, Cooper and Lam gave a conjecture in [4] on the representations of
squares by diagonal ternary quadratic forms representing 1. In that article, they
proved by using some q-series identities, that for the quadratic form f “ x2` by2`
cz2 with pb, cq “ p1, 1q, p1, 2q, p1, 3q, p2, 2q, p3, 3q,
rpn2, fq “
ź
p|2bc
gpb, c, p, ordppnqq
ź
p∤2bc
hpb, c, p, ordppnqq,
where
hpb, c, p, ordppnqq “ p
ordppnq`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´df
p
˙
pordppnq ´ 1
p´ 1
and gpb, c, p, ordppnqq has to determined on an individual and case-by-case basis,
and they conjectured that the above equality also holds for some 64 pairs of pb, cq
(see Table 1 in Section 3). Recently, Guo, Peng and Qin in [9] verified the conjecture
when
pb, cq “ p1, 4q, p1, 5q, p1, 6q, p1, 8q, p2, 3q, p2, 4q, p2, 6q, p3, 6q, p4, 4q, p4, 8q, p5, 5q, p6, 6q
by using modular forms of weight 3{2.
In this article, we show that the genus of a ternary quadratic form f is indistin-
guishable by squares if and only if every quadratic form in the genus of f satisfies
the condition given in the above conjecture (even if f is non-diagonal, the condition
can be extended in an obvious way). Furthermore, we resolve their conjecture com-
pletely. Our method is based on Minkowski-Siegel formula on the weighted sum of
the representations by quadratic forms in the same genus.
The term lattice will always refer to a positive definite integral Z-lattice on an n-
dimensional positive definite quadratic space over Q. Let L “ Zx1`Zx2`¨ ¨ ¨`Zxn
be a Z-lattice of rank n. We write
L » pBpxi, xjqq.
The right hand side matrix is called a matrix presentation of L.
For two Z-lattices M and L, a linear map σ : M Ñ L is called a representation
from M to L if it preserves the bilinear form, that is,
Bpσpxq, σpyqq “ Bpx, yq for any x, y PM.
We define
RpM,Lq “ tσ :M Ñ L | σ is a representationu
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and rpM,Lq “ |RpM,Lq|. In particular, OpLq “ RpL,Lq which is called the isom-
etry group of L, and opLq “ rpL,Lq. For any Z-lattice L, the class containing L in
genpLq is denoted by rLs. As usual, we define
wpLq “
ÿ
rMsPgenpLq
1
opMq and rpK, genpLqq “
1
wpLq
ÿ
rMsPgenpLq
rpK,Mq
opMq ,
for any Z-lattice K. Throughout this article, we assume that every lattice L is
positive definite and primitive in the sense that the scale spLq of L is Z, unless
stated otherwise.
Any unexplained notations and terminologies can be found in [12] or [13].
2. representations of squares by ternary quadratic forms
In this section, we investigate various properties of the indistinguishable genus
of a ternary quadratic form by squares. Let L be a (positive definite integral) Z-
lattice. As pointed out in the introduction, some genera of ternary Z-lattices are
obviously indistinguishable by squares.
Lemma 2.1. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice and let V “ QbL be the quadratic space.
Then rpn2, L1q “ 0 for any L1 P genpLq and any positive integer n if and only if
dpVpq “ ´1 and SppV q ‰ p´1,´1qp for some prime p.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the fact that rpn2, L1q “ 0 for any L1 P
genpLq and any positive integer n if and only if 1 is not represented by V . 
Remark 2.2. In fact, it is possible that 1 is not represented by a genus which
is indistinguishable by squares. For example, let L » x2, 3, 24y. Then one may
easily check that the class number of L is 2 and the other lattice in the genus is
L1 »
ˆ
5 1
1 5
˙
K x6y. By checking the local structure at p “ 2 and 3, one may easily
show that rpn2, Lq “ rpn2, L1q “ 0 for any integer n not divisible by 6. Assume
that
36n2 “ 2x2 ` 3y2 ` 24z2
for some integers n and x, y, z. Then one may easily check that x ” 0 pmod 6q
and y ” 0 pmod 2q. Therefore we have rp36n2, Lq “ rp3n2, x1, 2, 6yq. Similarly, one
may also check that rp36n2, L1q “ rp3n2, x1, 2, 6yq. Therefore we have rpn2, Lq “
rpn2, L1q for any integer n.
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice and let n be a positive integer. For any
prime p, we assume that ordppnq “ λp. If 1 is represented by the genus of L, then
we have
rpn2, genpLqq
rp1, genpLqq “ n
ź
p|n,p|2dL
αppn2, Lq
αpp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p∤2dL
αppn2, Lq
αpp1, Lq
“
ź
p|n,p|2dL
pλp ¨ αppn
2, Lq
αpp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p∤2dL
ˆ
pλp`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´dL
p
˙
pλp ´ 1
p´ 1
˙
.
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In particular, if the lattice L has class number 1, then we have
rpn2, Lq “ rp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p|2dL
pλp ¨αppn
2, Lq
αpp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p∤2dL
ˆ
pλp`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´dL
p
˙
pλp ´ 1
p´ 1
˙
.
Proof. The Minkowski-Siegel formula implies
rpn2, genpLqq “ π 32Γ
ˆ
1
2
˙´1
¨ 1?
dL
¨ n
ź
pă8
αppn2, Lpq,
where αp is the local density. If p does not divide 2dL, then by [17],
αppn2, Lq “ αppp2λp , Lq “ 1` 1
p
´ 1
pλp`1
`
ˆ´dL
p
˙
1
pλp`1
.
The lemma follows from this. 
Remark 2.4. When the class number of a ternary lattice L is 1, the above lemma
gives a closed formula, which is, in principle, a finite product of local densities, for
the number of representations of squares by L. This could be extended to higher
rank cases. Let L be a Z-lattice with hpLq “ 1. If the rank of the Z-lattice L is
an odd (even) integer greater than 1 (2), then we might have a closed formula of
rpn2, Lq (rpn, Lq, respectively) which is essentially given by a finite product of local
densities. For example, if the rank of L is 4, then we have
rpn, Lq “ rp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p|2dL
pordppnq
αppn, Lq
αpp1, Lq
ź
p|n,p∤2dL
pordppnq`1 ´
´
dL
p
¯ordppnq`1
p´
´
dL
p
¯ .
There are some articles dealing with this subject by using different methods such
as q-series or modular forms. For example, see [2], [3], [5] and [7].
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice. If for any L1 P genpLq, rpn2, Lq “
rpn2, L1q for any integer n such that every prime factor of n divides 2dL, then the
genus of L is indistinguishable by squares.
Proof. The action of Hecke operators T pp2q for any prime p ∤ 2dL on theta series
of the Z-lattice L gives
(2.1) rpp2n, Lq `
ˆ´ndL
p
˙
rpn, Lq ` p ¨ r
ˆ
n
p2
, L
˙
“
ÿ
rL1sPgenpLq
r˚ppL1, Lq
opL1q rpn, L
1q.
Here, if p2 ∤ n, then r
´
n
p2
, L
¯
“ 0 and
r˚ppL1, Lq “
"
rppL1, Lq ´ opLq if L » L1,
rppL1, Lq otherwise.
For details, see [1]. It is well known that
(2.2)
ÿ
rL1sPgenpLq
r˚ppL1, Lq
opL1q “ p` 1.
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Assume that rpn2, Lq “ rpn2, L1q for any L1 P genpLq. Then by (2.2), we have
rpp2n2,Kq “
ˆ
p` 1´
ˆ´n2dL
p
˙˙
rpn2,Kq ´ p ¨ r
ˆ
n2
p2
,K
˙
,
for any Z-lattice K P genpLq. Therefore if n is not divisible by p, then rpp2n2, Lq “
rpp2n2, L1q for any L1 P genpLq. The lemma follows from induction on the number
of prime factors not dividing 2dL counting multiplicity. 
Now we collect some known results on the number of representations of integers
by ternary quadratic forms, which are needed later. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice.
For any prime p, the λp-transformation (or Watson transformation) is defined as
follows:
ΛppLq “ tx P L : Qpx` zq ” Qpzq pmod pq for all z P Lu.
Let λppLq be the primitive lattice obtained from ΛppLq by scaling V “ LbQ by a
suitable rational number.
Lemma 2.6. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice and let p be an odd prime. If the uni-
modular component in a Jordan decomposition of Lp is anisotropic, then
rppn, Lq “ rppn,ΛppLqq.
Proof. See [6]. 
Now assume that the unimodular component in a Jordan decomposition of Lp
is isotropic. Assume that p is an odd prime dividing dL. Then by Weak Approxi-
mation Theorem, there exists a basis tx1, x2, x3u for L such that
pBpxi, xjqq ”
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
K xpordppdLqδy pmod pordppdLq`1q,
where δ is an integer not divisible by p. We define
Γp,1pLq “ Zpx1 ` Zx2 ` Zx3, Γp,2pLq “ Zx1 ` Zpx2 ` Zx3.
Note that Γp,1pLq and Γp,2pLq are unique sublattices of L with index p whose scale
is divisible by p. For some properties of these sublattices of L, see [10].
Lemma 2.7. Under the same assumptions given above, we have
rppn, Lq “ rppn,Γp,1pLqq ` rppn,Γp,2pLqq ´ rppn,ΛppLqq.
Proof. See Proposition 4.1 of [10]. 
3. Factors of the number of representations of squares
Let L be a ternary Z-lattice whose genus is indistinguishable by squares. Then
Lemma 2.3 gives a closed formula on rpn2, Lq. In this section, we resolve the
conjecture given by Cooper and Lam in [4] by using this observation.
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Table 1. Data for Conjecture 3.1
b c
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 21, 24
2 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 22, 40, 70
3 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 18, 21, 30, 45
4 4, 6, 8, 12, 24
5 5, 8, 10, 13, 25, 40
6 6, 9, 16, 18, 24
8 8, 10, 13, 16, 40
9 9, 12, 21, 24
10 30
12 12
16 24
21 21
24 24
Conjecture 3.1. Let b and c be any integers given in Table 1. Let n be a positive
integer and let λp “ ordppnq for any prime p. Then the number rpn2, x1, b, cyq of
the integer solutions of the diophantine equation
n2 “ x2 ` by2 ` cz2
is given by the formula of the type
rpn2, x1, b, cyq “
¨
˝ź
p|2bc
gpb, c, p, λpq
˛
‚
¨
˝ź
p∤2bc
hpb, c, p, λpq
˛
‚,
where
(3.1) hpb, c, p, λpq “ p
λp`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´bc
p
˙
pλp ´ 1
p´ 1
and gpb, c, p, λpq has to be determined on an individual and case-by-case basis.
Cooper and Lam verified the conjecture when
pb, cq “ p1, 1q, p1, 2q, p1, 3q, p2, 2q, p3, 3q
by using some identities on q-series. In 2014, Guo, Peng and Qin in [9] verified the
conjecture when
pb, cq “ p1, 4q, p1, 5q, p1, 6q, p1, 8q, p2, 3q, p2, 4q, p2, 6q, p3, 6q, p4, 4q, p4, 8q, p5, 5q, p6, 6q
by using modular forms of weight 3{2.
In fact, by Lemma 2.3, the conjecture holds when the class number of ℓb,c “
x1, b, cy is one. In this case, we have
ź
p|2bc
gpb, c, p, λpq “ rp1, ℓb,cq
ź
p|2bc
pλp ¨ αppn
2, ℓb,cq
αpp1, ℓb,cq .
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Therefore we may assume that the class number of ℓb,c is greater than 1, that is,
pb, cq “ p2, 13q, p2, 22q, p2, 40q, p2, 70q, p3, 5q, p3, 21q, p3, 45q, p5, 13q, p8, 10q and p8, 13q.
In fact, one may easily verify that hpℓb,cq “ 2 in all cases given above. In these
cases, we define the other Z-lattice in the genus of ℓb,c by mb,c.
Let L be any ternary Z-lattice which is not necessarily diagonal. We say L
satisfies the condition in Conjecture 3.1 if rpn2, Lq has the same closed formula in
the conjecture. Note that bc in (3.1) should be replaced by dL in general case.
Suppose that L satisfies the condition in Conjecture 3.1. For any integer n, let
P pnq be the set of prime factors of n. Let n “ n1n2, where P pn1q Ă P p2dLq and
pn2, 2dLq “ 1. Define λp “ ordppnq for any prime p. Since
rpn21n22, Lq “
ź
p|2dL
gppLp, λpq
ź
p∤2dL
hppLp, λpq, rpn21, Lq “
ź
p|2dL
gppLp, λpq,
where
hppLp, λpq “ p
λp`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´dL
p
˙
pλp ´ 1
p´ 1 ,
we have
(3.2) rpn21n22, Lq “ rpn21, Lq
ź
p∤2dL
hppLp, λpq.
Conversely, if L satisfies the condition (3.2), then L satisfies the condition in Con-
jecture 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a ternary Z-lattice. Every Z-lattice in the genus of L
satisfies the condition in Conjecture 3.1 if and only if genpLq is indistinguishable
by squares.
Proof. Suppose that rpn2, Lq “ rpn2, L1q for any integer n and any Z-lattice L1 in
the genus of L. Let n “ n1n2, where P pn1q Ă P p2dLq and pn2, 2dLq “ 1. First
assume that rpn21, Lq ‰ 0. By Minkowski-Siegel formula, we have
rpn21n22, L1q
rpn21, L1q
“ rpn
2
1n
2
2, genpLqq
rpn21, genpLqq
“
ź
p|2dL
αppn21n22, L1pq
αppn21, L1pq
ź
p∤2dL
hppLp, λpq “
ź
p∤2dL
hppLp, λpq,
for any Z-lattice L1 P genpLq. Hence we have
rpn21n22, L1q “ rpn21, L1q
ź
p∤2dL
hpLp, λpq.
Now assume that rpn21, Lq “ 0. Then by Lemma 2.5, rpn21n22, L1q “ 0 for any L1 P
genpLq. Therefore L1 satisfies the condition in Conjecture 3.1 for any L1 P genpLq.
Conversely, suppose that every Z-lattice in the genus of L satisfies the condition
in Conjecture 3.1. Let genpLq “ trLs “ rL1s, rL2s, . . . , rLhsu. Let n1 be any integer
such that P pn1q Ă P p2dLq. Note that for any prime p ∤ 2dL and any integer
i P t1, 2, . . . , hu,
rpp2n21, Liq `
ˆ´dL
p
˙
rpn21, Liq “
ÿ
rL1sPgenpLq
r˚ppL1, Liq
opL1q rpn
2
1, L
1q.
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Since rpp2n21, Liq “
´
p` 1´
´
´dL
p
¯¯
rpn21, Liq by the assumption, we have
πppLq
¨
˚˝ rpn
2
1, L1q
...
rpn21, Lhq
˛
‹‚“ pp` 1q
¨
˚˝ rpn
2
1, L1q
...
rpn21, Lhq
˛
‹‚,
where πppLq “
´
r˚ppLj ,Liq
opLjq
¯
is the transpose of the Eichler’s Anzahlmatrix of L at
p (see [10]). This implies that πppLq has an eigenvalue p ` 1 corresponding to the
eigenvector prpn21, L1q, . . . , rpn21, Lhqq. Assume that
rpn21, Lkq “ maxprpn21, L1q, rpn21, L2q, . . . , rpn21, Lhqq.
Then
pp` 1qrpn21, Lkq “
hÿ
i“1
r˚ppLi, Lkq
opLiq rpn
2
1, Liq
ď
hÿ
i“1
r˚ppLi, Lkq
opLiq rpn
2
1, Lkq “ pp` 1qrpn21, Lkq.
This implies that
r˚ppLi, Lkq
opLiq rpn
2
1, Liq “
r˚ppLi, Lkq
opLiq rpn
2
1, Lkq.
Now by class linkage Theorem proved in [8], for any integer i “ 1, 2, . . . , h, there is
a prime p ∤ 2dL such that r˚ppLi, Lkq ‰ 0. This implies that rpn21, Liq “ rpn21, Lkq.
The theorem follows from this by Lemma 2.5. 
Remark 3.3. Assume that the class number of a ternary Z-lattice L is two. Then
one may easily show that if L satisfies the condition in Conjecture 3.1, then so is
the other Z-lattice in the genus of L.
From now on, we prove the conjecture when the class number of the Z-lattice ℓb,c
is two. In fact, we will show that each genus of ℓb,c is indistinguishable by squares
except the cases when pb, cq “ p3, 5q, p3, 21q and p3, 45q. In the exceptional cases,
we show that rpn2, ℓb,cq “ rpn2,mb,cq only when n is odd.
Theorem 3.4. The genera genpℓ2,40q, genpℓ2,22q and genpℓ2,70q are all indistin-
guishable by squares.
Proof. Note that
genpℓ2,40q “ tℓ2,40, ℓ8,10u, genpℓ2,22q “
"
ℓ2,22, m2,22 “ x1y K
ˆ
6 2
2 8
˙*
and
genpℓ2,70q “
"
ℓ2,70, m2,70 “ x1y K
ˆ
8 2
2 18
˙*
.
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Let n be any integer such that n ” 0, 1 pmod 4q. Define a map$’’’’&
’’’’%
fn : Rpn, ℓ8,10q ÞÑ Rpn, ℓ2,40q by fnpx, y, zq “
´
x, 2y,
z
2
¯
,
fn : Rpn, ℓ2,22q ÞÑ R pn,m2,22q by fnpx, y, zq “
ˆ
x, 2z,
y ´ z
2
˙
,
fn : Rpn, ℓ2,70q ÞÑ R pn,m2,70q by fnpx, y, zq “
ˆ
x,
y ´ z
2
, 2z
˙
.
One may easily check that fn is a well defined bijective map. The lemma follows
directly from this. 
Lemma 3.5. For any positive integer n such that n ” 1 pmod 8q,
rpn, ℓ3,5q “ r pn,m3,5q , rpn, ℓ3,21q “ r
ˆ
n,m3,21 “ x1y K
ˆ
6 3
3 12
˙˙
and
rpn, ℓ3,45q “ r
ˆ
n,m3,45 “ x1y K
ˆ
12 3
3 12
˙˙
.
Proof. Since proofs are quite similar to each other, we only provide the proof of the
first case. Note that m3,5 “ x1y K
ˆ
2 1
1 8
˙
. Let n be an integer such that n ” 1
pmod 8q. Define
A1pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2 ` 3y2 ` 5z2 “ n, x ” y ” z ” 1 pmod 2qu,
A2pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2 ` 3y2 ` 5z2 “ n, x ” 1 pmod 2q, y ” z ” 0 pmod 2qu,
and
A3pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2 ` 3y2 ` 5z2 “ n, x ” y ” 0 pmod 2q, z ” 1 pmod 2qu.
We also define
B1pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2 ` 2y2 ` 8z2 ` 2yz “ n, x ” y ” z ” 1 pmod 2qu,
B2pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2`2y2`8z2`2yz “ n, x ” 1 pmod 2q, y ” z ” 0 pmod 2qu,
and
B3pnq “ tpx, y, zq P Z3 | x2`2y2`8z2`2yz “ n, x ” z ” 1 pmod 2q, y ” 0 pmod 4qu.
Then it is clear that
Rpn, ℓ3,5q “ A1pnq YA2pnq YA3pnq and Rpn,m3,5q “ B1pnq YB2pnq YB3pnq.
One may easily check that y ” z pmod 4q for any px, y, zq P A2pnq, x ı y pmod 4q
for any px, y, zq P A3pnq and y ı z pmod 4q for any px, y, zq P B1pnq.
We prove that
|A1pnq| ` |A2pnq| “ |B1pnq| ` |B2pnq| and |A3pnq| “ |B3pnq|,
which implies the assertion. First, we define a map f : A1pnq Y A2pnq ÞÑ B1pnq Y
B2pnq by
fpx, y, zq “
ˆ
x,
y ` 3z
2
,
y ´ z
2
˙
.
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Since
x2 ` 3y2 ` 5z2 “ x2 ` 2
ˆ
y ` 3z
2
˙2
` 2
ˆ
y ` 3z
2
˙ˆ
y ´ z
2
˙
` 8
ˆ
y ´ z
2
˙2
and
y ` 3z
2
´ y ´ z
2
“ 2z ” 0 pmod 2q,
the above map f is well defined. Furthermore one may easily check that f is
bijective.
To show that |A3pnq| “ |B3pnq|, we define
A03pnq “ tpx, y, zq P A3pnq | x´ y ´ 2z ” 4 pmod 8qu
and
B03pnq “ tpx, y, zq P B3pnq | 2x´ y ` 2z ” 0 pmod 8qu.
Since px, y, zq P A3pnq ðñ px, y,´zq P A3pnq, we have 2|A03pnq| “ |A3pnq|.
Similarly, we also have 2|B03pnq| “ |B3pnq| from the fact that px, y, zq P B3pnq ðñ
p´x, y, zq P B3pnq. Now we define a map g : A03pnq ÞÑ B03pnq by
gpx, y, zq “
ˆ
x` 3y
2
,
x´ y ` 2z
2
,
´x` y ` 2z
4
˙
and a map h : B03pnq ÞÑ A03pnq by
hpx, y, zq “
ˆ
2x` 3y ´ 6z
4
,
2x´ y ` 2z
4
,
y ` 2z
2
˙
.
One may easily check that both g and h are well defined and h˝g “ id, g˝h “ id. 
We put
K1 “
¨
˝1 0 00 2 1
0 1 7
˛
‚, K2 “
¨
˝2 0 10 3 1
1 1 3
˛
‚, L1 “
¨
˝2 0 10 4 2
1 2 8
˛
‚, L2 “
¨
˝2 1 11 4 0
1 0 8
˛
‚,
and
T “
¨
˝2 0 10 4 1
1 1 4
˛
‚.
Theorem 3.6. Both genpℓ2,13q and genpℓ8,13q are indistinguishable by squares.
Proof. Note that
m2,13 “ x1y K
ˆ
5 2
2 6
˙
, m8,13 “ x1y K
ˆ
5 1
1 21
˙
.
For any integer n,
rp4n2, ℓ8,13q “ rpn2, ℓ2,13q and rp4n2,m8,13q “ rpn2,m2,13q.
If n is odd, then
rpn2, ℓ2,13q “ rpn2, ℓ8,13q and rpn2,m2,13q “ rpn2,m8,13q.
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Hence genpℓ2,13q is indistinguishable by squares if and only if genpℓ8,13q is indistin-
guishable by squares. Therefore it suffices to show that genpℓ2,13q is indistinguish-
able by squares. Note that
rp4n2, ℓ2,13q “ rp2n2,K1q “ rp2n2, L1q and rp4n2,m2,13q “ rp2n2,K2q “ rp2n2, L2q.
Now by Lemma 2.7, we have
rp8n2, L1q “ 2rp4n2, T q ´ rp2n2,K2q and rp8n2, L2q “ 2rp4n2, T q ´ rp2n2,K1q.
By combining the last two equalities, we have
rp16n2, ℓ2,13q ´ rp4n2, ℓ2,13q “ rp16n2,m2,13q ´ rp4n2,m2,13q.
Furthermore, since rp4n2, ℓ2,13q “ rpn2, ℓ2,13q and rp4n2,m2,13q “ rpn2,m2,13q for
any odd integer n, it suffices to show that rpn2, ℓ2,13q “ rpn2,m2,13q for any odd
integer n. Now by Lemma 2.6, we know that rp132 ¨ n2, ℓ2,13q “ rpn2, ℓ2,13q and
rp132¨n2,m2,13q “ rpn2,m2,13q. Therefore the theorem follows directly from Lemma
2.5. 
Proposition 3.7. The genus of ℓ5,13 is indistinguishable by squares.
Proof. Note that genpℓ5,13q “
"
ℓ5,13,m5,13 “ x1y K
ˆ
2 1
1 33
˙*
. Since ℓ5,13 is aniso-
tropic over Z5 and Z13, rpn2, ℓ5,13q “ rpn2,m5,13q for any odd integer n by Lemma
2.5. If x2 ` 5y2 ` 13z2 “ 4n2, then x, y, z are all even. Therefore
rp4n2, ℓ5,13q “ rpn2, ℓ5,13q and rp4n2,m5,13q “ rpn2,m5,13q.
The proposition follows from this. 
Remark 3.8. All genera containing ℓ3,5, ℓ3,21 or ℓ3,45 are not indistinguishable by
squares. For example, rp4, ℓ3,kq “ 6 ‰ 2 “ rp4,m3,kq for any k “ 5, 21 and 45.
However by Lemma 3.5, rpn2, ℓ3,kq “ rpn2,m3,kq for any odd integer n.
Example 3.9. As pointed out earlier, if the genus of a Z-lattice L is indistinguishable
by squares, then we may have a closed formula for rpn2, L1q for any Z-lattice L1 P
genpLq. For example, one may easily show that
α2pn2, ℓ2,13q
α2p1, ℓ2,13q “
2maxp1,λ2q`1 ´ 3
2λ2
and
α13pn2, ℓ2,13q
α13p1, ℓ2,13q “
1
13λ13
,
where λp “ ordppnq for any prime p. Therefore by Lemma 2.3, we have
rpn2, ℓ2,13q“ rpn2,m2,13q“ 2p2maxp1,λ2q`1´3q
ź
p|n,
pp,26q“1
ˆ
pλp`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´26
p
˙
pλp ´ 1
p´ 1
˙
.
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